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Abstract
We present a simulation run allocation scheme for improving efficiency in simulation
experiments for decision making under uncertainty. This scheme is called Optimal Computing
Budget Allocation (OCBA). OCBA advances the state-of-the-art by intelligently allocating a
computing budget to the candidate alternatives under evaluation. The basic idea is to spend less
computational effort on simulating non-critical alternatives to save computation cost. In particular,
OCBA is employed to intelligently provide the smallest number of simulation runs for a desired
accuracy. In this paper, we present a new and more general OCBA scheme which can consider cases
that users are interested not only the best design, but also any one in a good design set. In addition,
this paper also presents the application of our OCBA to a design problem in US air traffic
management. The national air traffic system in US is modeled as a large, complex, and stochastic
network. The numerical examples show that the computation time can be reduced by 54% to 88%
with the use of OCBA.
Keywords: stochastic simulation, stochastic optimization, air traffic management.

and constraints. This capability compliments

1. Introduction
Computer
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the
technology

inherent

limitation

of

traditional

has

optimization. However, the added flexibility

matured over the past decade and is now

often creates models that are computationally

commonly used to evaluate large-scale real

intractable. The efficiency issue becomes an

systems with complex stochastic behavior.

even bigger concern when one intends to

Simulation allows one to more accurately

evaluate and compare a set of alternatives. A

specify a system through the use of logically

decision maker is forced to compromise on

complex, and often non-algebraic, variables

simulation accuracy, modeling accuracy, and
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the optimality of the selected design.

This

paper is to address such an efficiency issue.

efficiency.

The total simulation cost for a

design problem may still be high.

There exists a large literature on innovative

On the other hand, several researchers have

methods for improving the efficiency of

shown that allocating simulation runs in an

simulation

(1996)

uneven manner can significantly enhance

provide a comprehensive presentation of recent

experiments.

Fishman

simulation efficiency by reducing the total

developments in simulation methodologies.

number of runs required to identify the best

Some methods exploit the fact that the required

candidate design. Previous work such as Rinott

number of simulation runs decreases when the

(1978) develops two-stage procedures for

simulation variance is reduced. Experimental

allocating runs to designs and several papers

as well as theoretical results for some special

(Bechhofer et al. 1995) extend the technique to

cases have shown that inducing some sort of

general ranking and selection problems. The

dependence among experiments for different

major disadvantage of existing approaches is

designs can increase the chance of selecting

that they utilize only the information of

the true best design.

In other words, the

variance to control simulation experiments.

so-called variance reduction techniques exploit

Chen et al. (1998, 1999) address this limitation

the fact that the required number of simulation

and demonstrate that the use of additional

runs decreases when the simulation variance is

information on relative means among different

reduced. Glasserman and Yao (1992) show that

alternatives

the schemes of common random numbers and

simulation efficiency even if only a simple

control variates are helpful in obtaining better

heuristic is applied. Hyden and Schruben

confidence intervals for various selection

(2000), Chick and Inoue (2001), Lee (2003),

procedures when the performance measure is

Trailovic and Pao (2004) also demonstrate that

obtained by averaging i.i.d. random variables

simulation efficiency can be improved by

with normal distributions. Heidelberger (1993)

utilizing more simulation information that is

deals with rare event problems by developing

readily available.

an importance sampling scheme. Antithetic

The

can

efficient

dramatically

simulation

improve

technique

Variates induce negative correlation between

introduced in this paper intend to optimally

separate runs (e.g., Cheng 1984). The selection

allocate a computing budget to the designs

of an adequate variance reduction or correlated

under evaluation. Intuitively, to ensure a high

sampling technique usually depends on the

probability of correctly selecting an optimal

particular model of interest. Therefore, a

design, a larger portion of the computing

thorough understanding of the inner workings

budget should be allocated to those designs

of the models is required for proper use of

that are critical in the process of identifying

those techniques. Another major limitation of

good designs. In other words, a larger number

variance reduction techniques is that only the

of simulations must be conducted with those

information of each design is locally used to

critical designs in order to reduce estimator

reduce its variance for improving simulation

variance.
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limited

computational
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effort should be expended on non-critical

application of OCBA to air traffic management

designs that have little effect on identifying the

is presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes

good designs even if they have large variances.

the paper.

Overall simulation efficiency is improved as
less computational effort is spent on simulating
non-critical designs and more is spent on
critical designs.

2. Problem Formulation
Suppose that our goal is to select a design

Ideally, one would like to

associated with the smallest mean performance

allocate simulation trials to designs in a way

measure among k alternative designs with

that maximizes simulation efficiency.

unequal and possibly unknown variances.

The

technique is called Optimal Computing Budget

Consider

Allocation (OCBA). Chen et al. (2000) present

decision making problems:
min µi ≡ Eξ[L(θi , ξ)]

a computing budget allocation technique to

the

following

optimization

in

(1)

i

asymptotically maximize the probability of

where θi ∈ Θ, the search space, is an arbitrary

correctly selecting the best design within a

finite set; θi is the system design parameter

given computing budget.

vector for design i, i = 1, 2,..., k; µi the design i

However, the previous work about efficient
computing budget allocation by Chen et al. is
limited to problems concerned with selecting
only the best design. In real-life problems,
particularly for those with a large number of
alternatives, one may be happy with not only
the best but also the second best design, or
even any of the top-M designs.

The

contribution of this paper has two folds: first
we extend the OCBA scheme to problems
considering selecting any of the top-m designs.
Secondly we apply our new OCBA scheme to
a design problem in US air traffic system. We

performance measure which is the expectation
of L, the sample performance, as a function of
θi and ξ, a random vector that represents the
uncertainty in the system.
The setting of this paper assumes that L(θ,
ξ) is available only via simulation (or
sampling).

The

system

constraints

are

implicitly involved in the simulation process,
and so are not shown explicitly in (1).

To

estimate performance of a given design,
multiple simulation samples/replications are
taken, and E[ L(θi , ξ)] is estimated by the
sample mean:

show that a good design alternative can be
identified with only a small portion of
computation time if OCBA is used.
The paper is organized as follows: In the
next section, we formulate the new and
extended optimal computing budget allocation
problem. Section 3 presents the development
of our OCBA scheme based a sequential
Bayesian model. Section 4 shows numerical
testing using two generic examples. The
ISSN 1004-3756/0 4/1302/129
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1 Ni
∑ L (θ i , ξ ij )
N i j =1

where ξij represents the j-th sample of ξ for
design i and Ni represents the number of
simulation samples for design i. For notational
simplicity, define
Xij ≡ L(θi , ξij )
which is the j-th sample of the performance
measure from design i. Denote by
JOURNAL OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
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Xi:

the sample mean of L(θi , ξ), the

simulation output for design i;

Xi =

performances of the top few designs are quite
close so that a decision maker may be willing
to accept any of the top-M designs. In this

1 Ni
∑ Xij
N i j =1

paper, correct selection (CS) herein is defined
as the event that design b is actually one of the

Xi :

the

vector

representing

the

top-M designs. We wish to maximize the

simulation output for design i; Xi = {Xij :

probability of correctly identifying one of the

j=1,2,...,Ni }

top-M

Si2 : the sample variance of L(θi , ξ), the
simulation output for design i
σ i2 : the variance for design i, i.e., σ i2 =
Var(Xij ). In practice, σ i2 is unknown
beforehand and so is estimated by the sample
variance
b: the design with the smallest sample
mean performance; b = arg min { X i }.
i
We assume that the simulation output is
independent from replication to replication and
that the sampling across designs is also
independent. Furthermore, we assume that Xij
is normally distributed, and write
Xij ~ N(µi , σ i2 )
The normality assumption is generally not
a problem, because typical simulation output is
obtained from an average performance or batch
means, so that Central Limit Theorem effects
usually hold.
In this paper, we are concerned with the
selection of a good design among k alternatives.
While the design with the smallest sample
mean (design b) is usually selected, design b is
not necessarily the one with the smallest
unknown mean performance. Correct selection
is usually defined as the event that design b is
actually the best design (i.e., with the smallest
population mean, hence the true best design).
For problems with a large number of
alternatives, (i.e., when k is large), the

4

designs,

P{CS}

in

simulation

experiment. Assume that the computation cost
for each replication is roughly the same across
different designs. The computation cost can
then be approximated by N1 + N2 + ⋅⋅⋅ + Nk, the
total number of samples. We wish to choose N1,
N2 , ⋅⋅⋅, Nk such that P{CS} is maximized,
subject to a limited computing budget T, i.e.,

max

P{CS}

N1 ,L, N k

s.t. N1 + N2 + ⋅⋅⋅ + Nk = T.

(2)

Some difficulties in solving (2) include the
following:
u
u

u

There is no closed-form expression
for the confidence level, P{CS}.
P{CS} can not be computed before
conducting all the simulations if the
mean and variance of each design are
unknown.
N1 , N2 ,…,N k are integers and the
number of combinations satisfying
the constraint in (2) for N1 , N2 , ..., Nk

is large even for moderate k.
Most optimization techniques require
sensitivity information.
Due to these problems, solving (2) can be
very difficult, especially when k is not small.
Since the purpose of solving (2) is to improve
overall computational efficiency, we need a
relatively fast and inexpensive way of
approximately solving (2) during the
simulation experiment.
u
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distribution p(µiXi ) is (See DeGroot 1970)

3. A Sequential Bayesian
Approach

σi
), for i = 1, …, k.
Ni
2

N( X i ,

To solve problem (2), we must be able to
first estimate P{CS}. We follow the Bayesian
model introduced in Chen (1996) to develop an
effective approach to estimate the general
P{CS} considered in this paper.
After the simulation is performed, a
posterior distribution of µi, p(µiXi), can be
constructed based on prior knowledge on the
system’
s performance and the simulation
output. The probability of correctly selecting
one of the top-M designs can then be estimated
by
P{CS} ≡ P{ Design b is actually one of the
top-M designs }
M

= ∑ P{ Design b is actually the m-th

After the simulation is performed, X i and
σ i2 can be estimated, and P{CS} can be
estimated using Monte Carlo simulation.
However, estimating P{CS} via Monte Carlo
simulation is time-consuming. Our budget
allocation approach, as will be presented later,
needs to estimate P{CS} several times. We
therefore need a relatively fast and inexpensive
way of estimating P{CS} within the budget
allocation procedure. Based on Lemma 2 in
Chen (1996),
P{CS}≥
M

k

k

m=1

r1 =1

∑ { ∑

m=1

Xb , Xri }

smallest design }
M

∑

=

m=1

P{ There are exactly m-1

designs which are smaller design b }
M

k

m=1

r1 =1

= ∑ { ∑

µri < µb ) I (

k

∑ …

r2 > r1

I

k

∑

rm− 1 >rm − 2

i ≠{r1 ,... rm− 1}

m−1

P{( I

i =1

µb < µi )  Xi,

∑ …

r2 > r1

∏

i ≠{r1 ,..., rm− 1}

k

∑

rm− 1 >rm − 2

m−1

[ ∏ P{ µ ri < µb 
i =1

P{ µb < µi  Xb , Xi}] }

≡ APCS.

(3)

We refer to the lower bound of the correct
selection probability in (3) as the Approximate
Probability of Correct Selection (APCS). The
computation

of

APCS

involves

only

summarizing some products of pair wise
comparison probabilities, which are simp le to
compute. Specifically,

i = 1, 2, ..., k } }
In this paper, we consider non-informative
prior distributions. This implies that no prior
knowledge is available about the performance
of any design alternative before conducting the
simulation.



 X −X
i
b
P{ µb < µi  Xb , Xi} = Φ 
 σ2 σ2
i

+ b
 Ni N b











Lemma 1. If the simulation output is normally

where Φ(⋅) denotes the cumulative distribution

distributed and if no prior knowledge is

function of the standard normal distribution.

available

Indeed, no extra Monte Carlo simulation is

about

the

performance

before

conducting the simulation, then the posterior
ISSN 1004-3756/0 4/1302/129
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needed.

Numerical testing in Chen (1996)
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shows

that

such

probabilities

pairwise

provide

comparison

reasonably

N
σ i2
~ ~ N ( 1 ∑i X ,
µ
)
ij
i
N i j =1
N i + ∆i

good

approximations to the probabilities we intend
to approximate.
asymptotically

In addition,

close

to

APCS is

P{CS}.

Another

advantage for APCS is that the sensitivity
information on the P{CS} with respect to the
number of simulation replications, Ni − which
is central to the allocation of the computing

for design i.
(4)
which is a good approximation to the
predictive posterior distribution when ∆i is
relatively small compared to Ni , because we
know that the posterior distribution, after Ni +
∆i replications are actually performed, will
become

budget − can be easily obtained. APCS is
N(

therefore used to approximate P{CS} within
the budget allocation procedure.

1
N i + ∆i

Ni + ∆ i

∑

j =1

We now present a method to estimate the

The difference between

sensitivity information about how P{CS}

1 Ni
1
∑ Xij and
N i j =1
N i + ∆i

Let ∆i be a
non-negative integer denoting the number of
changes

as

Ni

changes.

additional simulation replications allocated to
design i. We are interested in assessing how
P{CS} or APCS would be affected if design i
is simulated for ∆i additional replications.
Note that this assessment must be made before
actually conducting ∆i simulation replications.
Based on the Law of Large Numbers,

1 Ni
∑ Xij → µi as
N i j =1

Ni → ∞

large Ni ,

an

approximate

posterior

Ni + ∆ i

∑

j =1

σ i2
).
N i + ∆i

Xij will be small

if ∆i is small (and/or Ni is large). The estimated
APCS can then be calculated by plugging (4)
into the APCS formula in (3). We refer to this
approximation as the EAPCS (Estimated
Approximate Probability of Correct Selection).
EAPCS provides sensitivity information about
how APCS will change if additional ∆i
simulations are performed on design i.
EAPCS can be computed very easily. To
give an expression for EAPCS, we first rewrite
k

M

For

Xij ,

= ∑

APCS

m=1

{

k

∑

k

∑

r1 =1; r1 ≠i r2 > r1 ; r2 ≠ i

distribution for the performance measure is

σi
N(µi ,
)
Ni
2

If we conduct ∆i additional replications on

N(µi ,

For a finite Ni , define

6

rm− 1 >rm − 2
rm− 1 ≠i

X b , X r j }]

j =1

[ P { µb < µi
[

σ i2
).
N i + ∆i

∑

m−1

{ [ ∏ P { µrj < µb |

design i, the posterior distribution for design i
is approximately

…

∏

j ≠i ;
j ≠{r1 ,..., rm− 1 }

k

∑

r1 =1; r1 ≠i

| Xb , Xr j }] *

P{ µb < µ j | Xb , Xj }]} +

k

∑

r2 > r1 ; r2 ≠ i

k

…

∑

rm− 2 > rm− 3
rm− 2 ≠ i
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m−2

To ensure that ∆1 , ∆2 , ..., ∆k are small as the

j =1

simulation proceeds, we develop the following

{[ ∏ P{ µrj < µb | X b , X r j }] *

sequential algorithm. Instead of finding the
[ P { µi < µb

Xb,

Xi

}]

P{ µb < µ j | Xb , Xj }]}}

∏

[

|

j ≠i ;
j ≠{r1 ,..., rm− 2 }

k

M

∑

m=1

m−1

k

∑

{

j =1

r1 =1; r1 ≠i

r2 > r1 ; r2 ≠ i

∏

j ≠i ;
j ≠{r1 ,..., rm− 1 }

|

∑

…

rm− 1 >rm − 2
rm− 1 ≠i

Xb , Xrj

improvement of EAPCS is maximized. In
doing so, ∆1 , ∆2 , ..., ∆k should not be too large,
which can be ensured by allocating the

}]

increments).

k

Let ∆ ≡ ∑ ∆ i . More specifically, ∆ is a
i =1
one-time computing budget increase in our
sequential algorithm. We sequentially increase
the computing budget by ∆ until the total

~
[ P { µb < µ
i
[

the computing budget and determine the

computing budget conservatively (i.e., in small

k

∑

P { µrj < µb

{[ ∏

simulation experiment, we sequentially add to
number of simulation replications such that the

When the simulation is executed for (N1 , N2 , ...,
Nk) replications,
EAPCS(N1 , N2 , ..., Ni-1 , Ni +∆i , Ni+1 , ..., Nk)
=

best N1 , N2 , ..., Nk at the beginning of a

|

Xb ,

Xr

j

} ]

*

P { µb < µ j | X b , X j } ] } +

budget T is exhausted. At step l, l = 1, 2, ..., we
therefore have
max EAPCS( N 1l + ∆l1 , N l2 + ∆l2 , L , N kl + ∆lk )

∆l1 ,K,∆lk

k

k

∑

∑

r1 =1; r1 ≠i

k

s.t. ∑ ∆li = ∆ and ∆li ≥ 0 for all i.

k

…

r2 > r1 ; r2 ≠ i

∑

rm− 2 > rm− 3
rm− 2 ≠ i

i =1

Solving the optimization problem in (6) can
be time -consuming.

m−2

{ [ ∏ P { µrj < µb

|

j =1

Xb , X rj } ] *

(6)

In this paper, we

consider a simple greedy approach, where q
most promising designs are chosen and the

~ < µ
[ P{ µ
i
b
[

∏

j ≠i ;
j ≠{r1 ,..., rm− 2 }

|

Xb ,

Xi

}]

P { µb < µ j | X b , X j } ] } }

k

m=1

r1 =1

= ∑ { ∑

 Xb , Xri }

them (each design receives ∆/q). Since we
want to maximize the EAPCS, promising
designs can be defined as those designs that
have the highest potential to increase the

for i ≠ b, and
EAPCS(N1 , N2 , ..., Nb-1 , Nb +∆b , Nb+1 , ..., Nk)
M

computing budget is distributed equally among

k

∑ …

r2 > r1

∏

k

∑

rm− 1 >rm − 2

i ≠{r1 ,..., rm− 1}

EAPCS if they are simulated further. For each
design, we calculate the anticipated increase in

m−1

~
{ ∏ P{ µ ri < µ
b
i =1

allocated to it. Then a design is chosen if its

~ < µ  X , X }} }
P{ µ
b
i
b
i

anticipated EAPCS increase is among the
top-q.

(5)
ISSN 1004-3756/0 4/1302/129
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the EAPCS if a computing budget of ∆/q is

Note that before conducting the simulation,
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neither the APCS nor a good way to allocate

l

the simulation budget is known. Therefore, all
designs

are

initially

simulated

with

n0

variance is unknown), for i = 1, ...,k.

replications in the first stage. In summary, we

T ← T - ∆.
go to step 1.

have the following algorithm (assuming T-k n0
is a multiple of ∆):
Sequential

Algorithm

for

N 1l = N 2l = ... = N kl = n 0 ,
T ← T - k n0 .
appropriate ∆ such that τ = ∆ / q is

Step 2.

quite lengthy, the computational complexity is
not much more complex than that for APCS in
(3). It mainly includes summations of some
products of pairwise comparison probabilities,
which are simple to compute. In finding the
designs with high Di in Steps 2 and 3, the
computation can be further simplified as

Choose a positive integer q and an

Step 1.

While the EAPCS formula in (5) looks

Optimal

Computing Budget Allocation (OCBA)
Step 0. Perform n 0 simulation replications
for each of the k designs,
l ← 0,

an integer
If T = 0, stop, otherwise, go to Step
2.
For i = 1, ..., n, calculate

follows. Define
k

C≡

∏ P(µb < µi  Xb , Xi)
i =1,i ≠b
which remains as a constant when ∆i changes.
Therefore, the ranking of Di is the same as
Di /C.
For i ≠ b,

Di ≡ EAPCS*

m=1

( N1l , N 2l ,..., N il−1 , N il + τ , N il+1 ,..., N kl )
- APCS ( N1l , N 2l ,..., N il−1 , N il , N il+1 ,..., N kl ).

Step 4

∆li
Step 5.

= τ, for all i

∈ S(q); otherwise,

= 0.

[

replications for design i, i = 1, ..., k.

l ← l + 1.

8

r1 =1; r1 ≠i r2 > r1 ; r2 ≠ i

k

∑

…

rm− 1 >rm − 2
rm− 1 ≠i

j =1

P{µ b < µ rj | X b , X rj }
k

k

∑

r1 =1; r1 ≠i

∑

r2 > r1 ; r2 ≠ i

k

∑

…

m−2

P{µ rj < µb | X rj , X b }

j =1

P{µ b < µ rj | X b , X rj }

∏

]

rm− 2 > rm− 3
rm− 2 ≠ i

]

}

*

~ | X , X } − P{µ < µ | X , X }
P{µ b < µ
i
b
i
b
i
b
i
P{ µb < µ i | X b , X i }

Perform ∆li additional simulation

N il +1 = N il + ∆li , for i = 1, ..., k.

k

∑

P{µ rj < µb | X rj , X b }

∏

−

the q highest values}

∑

m−1

[

Find the set S(q) ≡ {i : D i is among

∆li

k

M

∑ {

Di / C =

Step 3

1 Ni
2
∑ Xij (and Si if the
l
N i j =1

update

k

=

∑

r1 =1; r1 ≠i

k

∑

r2 > r1 ; r2 ≠ i

k

…

∑

rM −1 > rM − 2
rM −1 ≠i
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P{µ rj < µ b | X rj , X b }

M −1

∏

[

]

P{µb < µrj | X b , Xrj }

j =1

*

~ | X , X } − P{µ < µ | X , X }
P{µb < µ
i
b
i
b
i
b
i
P{ µb < µ i | X b , Xi }

k

M

[

∑

r1 =1

m=1

{

k

∑

∑

/ C =

r2 > r1

∑

rm− 1 > rm− 2

m−1

~ | X ,X }
P{µ ri < µ
ri
b
b

i =1

P{µ b < µ ri | X b , X ri }

∏

~ < µ | X ,X }
P{µ
i
b
i
b
P{µ b < µ i | X b , X i }

∏

i ≠{r1 ,..., rm− 1}

P{µ b < µ ri | X b , X ri }

} .

follows.
Step 2.
For i = 1, ..., n, calculate Di / C
Step 3.
Find the set S(q) ≡ {i : Di /C is
among the q highest values}

k

…

i =1

Hence, Steps 2 and 3 can be replaced with the

and
b

P{µ ri < µ b | X ri , X b }

(8)

(7)

D

m−1

∏

-

4. Numerical Testing on
Generic Examples
In this section, we use two generic
examples

]

to

test

our

OCBA

approach.

Example 2 is a larger problem. We compare
the numerical performance for cases with and
without using OCBA.

OCBA

No OCBA

０．９９
０．９６
０．９３
０．９
OCBA
1920

Ｐ｛ＣＳ｝

０．８７
０．８４

No OCBA
6660

０．８１
０．７８
０．７５
０．７２
０．６９
０．６６
６７８０

６５４０

６３００

６０６０

５８２０

５５８０
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Figure 1 P{CS} vs. T with and without using OCBA for example 4.1. The computation costs in order to attain
P{CS} = 99% are indicated.
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0.64

T

Figure 2 P{CS} vs. T with and without using OCBA for example 4.2. The computation costs in order to attain
P{CS} = 99% are indicated.

Figure 3 Snapshot of real air traffic in the Northeast USA on a typical day
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In all the numerical illustrations, the true

There are 30 design alternatives. Suppose

P{CS} must be estimated, which is done for

L(θi , ξ) ~ N(i, 162 ), i = 1, 2, .., 30. We are

each procedure by counting the number of

satisfactory with any of the top-3 designs. It is

times the procedure successfully finds one of

obvious that designs 1, 2, and 3 are the actual

the true top-M designs out of 1,000,000

top-3 designs.

independent “macro” replications, and then

about designs 1~3 being the good designs is

dividing this number by 1,000,000. The choice

used only in the calculation of the resulting

of 1,000,000 macro replications leads to a

P{CS}, but not used in any of the simulation

standard error for the estimated P{CS} of

procedures.

Note that the information

under 0.001 or 0.1%. The P{CS} estimate for

In the numerical experiment, we estimate

each procedure will serve as a measurement of

the probability that b is 1, 2 or 3 after the

its effectiveness for comparison purposes. In

simulation is performed with and without using

all of the examples, we have set n 0 = 10, ∆ = 2

OCBA. Different computing budgets are

and q = 2. More detailed information about

assigned and simulated. Figure 1 shows the

the selection of these parameters in the

test results with and without using OCBA.

procedure can be found in Chen et al. (1999).

We see that in both cases we obtain a higher

Example 4.1

P{CS} as the available computing budget

Figure 4 The airports included in our simulation model and their geographic locations
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increases.
same

However, OCBA achieves the

P{CS}

with

a

lower

amount

5. Application to US Air Traffic
System

of

computing budget. In particular, Figure 1
indicates the computation costs in order to

In this section, we apply our OCBA

attain P{CS} = 99% for both cases. In this

algorithm to two design and management

setting, OCBA reduces the simulation time by

problems for the US air traffic system.

71%.

Congestion in the US air transportation system

Example 4.2

is a major problem and is getting worse.

This is a variant of example 4.1. To see the

Figure 3 gives a snapshot of the typical air

performance of the OCBA algorithm within a

traffic in the Northeast USA, which shows that

bigger design space, we increase the number of

the air traffic is very busy. This system is so

designs to 100. L(θi , ξ) ~ N(i, 16 ), i = 1, 2, ..,

complex that simulation is the only effective to

100. Figure 2 depicts the simulation results.

evaluate such a system.

2

The time savings factor of using OCBA is

We have developed a simulation model for

increased to 88% in this example. This is

the US air traffic system. Our model includes

because a larger design space gives the OCBA

major airports in US (see Figure 4). Some

algorithm more flexibility in allocating the

details about the simulation model can also be

computing budget.

found at Le et al. (2004).

To relieve the

congestion in the air system, suppose the
0.99
0.94
0.89

P{CS}

0.84

OCBA
830

0.79

NO OCBA
1820
OCBA
NO OCBA

0.74
0.69
0.64
0.59

197

186

175

164

153

142

131

120

109

980

870

760

650

540

430

320

210

100

0.54

T

Figure 5 P{CS} vs. T with and without using OCBA for example 5.1. The computation costs in order
to attain P{CS} = 99% are indicated.
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decision maker is considering to increase the

of two new runways among these five airports.

airport capacity by adding runways. Due to

The design problem is to determine which two

the limit of expenditure budget, however, a

airports will be added by one more runway.

critical decision question is which airports we

There are totally 10 alternative designs. Our

should add runways. In this paper, we consider

goal here is to find the best design with

two case studies and show how OCBA can

minimum expected system flight delay if two

reduce the simulation time for finding a good

runways are added. Thus M = 1. Figure 5

decision.

shows the test results with and without using

Example 5.1

OCBA. OCBA reduces the simulation time

We consider a design problem that we want
to construct new runways in some most

by 54.3%.

Example 5.2

congested airports. The objective is to reduce

We consider a bigger design problem by

flight delay. In particular, we consider to add

adding one more airport to our consideration

runways to the following five congested

list for adding runways. The extra airport is

airports: Atlanta (ATL), Chicago O'Hare

Minneapolis - St. Paul (MSP). In this case

(ORD), Dallas/Fort worth (DFW), Denver

study, suppose that we have a budget to

(DEN), and Washington Dulles (IAD) airports.

construct a total of three new runways among

Suppose we have a budget to construct a total

these six airports. The design question is to

0.99
0.94
0.89

P{CS}

0.84

OCBA
1380

NO OCBA
3040

0.79

OCBA

0.74

NO OCBA

0.69
0.64
0.59

20
0
38
0
56
0
74
0
92
0
11
00
12
80
14
60
16
40
18
20
20
00
21
80
23
60
25
40
27
20
29
00
30
80

0.54

T

Figure 6 P{CS} vs. T with and without using OCBA for example 5.2. The computation costs in order to attain
P{CS} = 99% are indicated.
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select three airports, each of them will be

Dynamic Systems: Theory and Applications,

added one more runway. There are totally 20

Vol. 10, pp. 251-270, 2000.

alternative designs. Again, the objective is to

[4] Chen, C. H., S. D. Wu, and L. Dai, “Ordinal

find the design with minimum expected system

comparison of heuristic algorithms using

flight delay. Suppose we are satisfactory with

stochastic optimization”, IEEE Transactions

either the best design or the second best design,

on Robotics and Automation, Vol. 15, No. 1,

i.e., M = 2. Figure 2 depicts the simulation

pp. 44-56, February 1999.

results. The time savings factor of using OCBA
is 54.6% in this example.

Chen and L. Dai, “Computing budget
allocation for simulation experiments with

6. Conclusions

different system structures”, Proceedings of

We present a new procedure to enhance the
efficiency
decision

of

simulation

making

[5] Chen, C. H., E. Yücesan, Y. Yuan, H. C.

experiments

under

for

uncertainty.

the 1998 Winter Simulation Conference, pp.
735-741, December 1998.

The

[6] Cheng, R. C. H. “The use of antithetic

objective is to efficiently identify one of the

variates in computer simulations”, journal of

top-M designs. We also apply our efficient

operational

simulation approach to air traffic system

research

society,

15,

pp.

227-236, 1984.

design problems. Numerical results show that

[7] Chick, S. and K. Inoue. “New two-stage and

the total computation time can be dramatically

sequential procedures for selecting the best

reduced.

simulated system”, Operations Research,
Vol. 49, pp. 1609–1624, 2001.
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